Interested in the work that the Macquarie University Centre for Agency, Values, and Ethics does? Come see some of our members and students in action at this year’s AAP!

Monday 6 July
09:00 – 09:55  John Sutton (CAVE member): “Otto in the wild: dementia and distributed cognition.”
10:00 – 10:55  Jeanette Kennett (CAVE member): What the world needs now? Empathy and its limits.”
14:00 – 14:55  Paul Formosa (CAVE member): “Do you have dignity? Kantian ethics and the Formula of Humanity.”
              Richard Heersmink (CAVE member): “Extended mind and cognitive enhancement: moral aspects of cognitive artifacts.”
15:30 – 16:25  Alex Gillett (CAVE PhD student): “Model-based reasoning in science and the manipulation mill.”
              Tereza Hendl (CAVE graduate): “Gendered Imaginaries: on autonomy and selective reproduction.”

Tuesday 7 July
09:00 – 09:55  Jean-Philippe Deranty (CAVE member): “The subject at work.”
10:00 – 10:55  Katrina Hutchison (CAVE affiliate, Monash): “Genuine parts and authorized repair: ethical issues associated with maintaining synthetic organs.”
              Tracy Llanera (CAVE PhD student): “Rorty, Dreyfus, and Kelly: rethinking the relationships between egotism and nihilism.”
14:00 – 14:55  Wendy Carlton (CAVE graduate): “Narrative distance: bringing together reconstructive memory and narrative agency.”
              Nick Smith (CAVE member): “Subjectivity and Unemployment.”
              Nicole Vincent (CAVE affiliate, Georgia State): “Outsmarted: cognitive enhancement and the unexpected consequences of emerging technologies.”
              William Hebblewhite (CAVE PhD student): “Kant’s oppressive freedom.”
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Tuesday continued…

16:30 – 17:25  Kate Lynch (CAVE graduate), “Heritability and the Interventionist Account of Causation.”
Melanie Rosen (CAVE graduate), “Achieving my dream-body: can the sense of agency in sleep tell us what it’s like to dream?”


Wednesday 8 July

10:00 – 10:55  Mary Walker (CAVE member): “The changing boundaries of health and disease: too much medicine?”


14:00 – 15:30  PETER MENZIES SYMPOSIZUM

16:00 – 17:00  Mianna Lotz (CAVE member): “Vulnerability and resilience.”
Anke Snoek (CAVE PhD student): “Is there such a thing as a willing addict?”

Thursday 9 July

09:00 – 09:55  Massimiliano Cappuccio (CAVE Visitor 2015, UAEU): “The biggest challenge: contentless cognition vs. mind uploading.”

10:00 – 10:55  Michael Olson (CAVE member): “Consciousness and anti-materialism in 18th century German philosophy.”

11:30 – 13:00  Keynote: Dan Zahavi (CAVE Distinguished Visitor 2015, Copenhagen): “Empathy, affective sharing, and second-person perspective taking.”

14:00 – 14:55  Neil Levy (CAVE member): “The sweetness of surrender.”
Sacha Molitorizs (CAVE PhD student): “Kant, consent, and internet privacy.”

Christopher McCarroll (CAVE PhD student): “Constructing and reconstructing observer perspectives in personal memory.”
Robert Sinnerbrink (CAVE member): “Mood revisited: from affective aesthetics to cinematic ethics.”

Adrian Walsh (CAVE affiliate, New England): “Scientific imperialism, pluralism, and folk morality.”